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1. Introduction
The stakes analysis is an essential step for any risk management process.
The purpose of this document is to complement the “processing guide for risk analysis and management”
and the “risk analysis and management guide”, to provide assistance during the course of the process and
to justify the expected outcomes. The stakes analysis has to provide two principal sets of results:

—
—

The malfunction value scale,

The valuation or classification of assets related to information.
From these two sets of results, it is possible to deduce the intrinsic impact table, used for assessing
the risk scenarios provided by MEHARI.
The procedure for stakes analysis is described below.
The MEHARI approach consists in analyzing the activities of the enterprise or organization, and
therefore its business processes dealing with information, to deduce what malfunctions could occur,
and to evaluate how serious these malfunctions could be. Then it is possible to value the assets
related to information.

Decision to start
a stakes analysis
Analysis of the activities and their goals
Identification of malfunctions
Analysis of the seriousness of each malfunction:
critical thresholds

Malfunction value scale
Malfunction value scale
validated
Identification of assets for classification

Classification of assets
Classification of assets
intrinsic impact Table
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2. The malfunction value scale
This process is designed to provide a scale of values for the malfunctions that may significantly
affect the activities of an entity1.
The analysis comprises four stages:

—
—

The analysis of the main activities and their goals

The identification of possible malfunctions for each activity, which can be made
at the following levels:

—
—
—
—

2.1.

Technical,
Functional.
An evaluation of the seriousness level of the malfunctions, activity by activity,
The determination of a global scale of values for the entity.

Identification of main activities and their objectives

A good starting point is to identify the main activities of the domain being analyzed, to briefly
describe them, and to identify their goals or at least the expected results.

2.1.1

Expected results

The activities will be described in functional terms.
In addition to a functional description, it is worth defining the expected results or goals of the
activity. These intended results should be defined from the entity’s point of view, and that of the
“client” entities.
Here is an example:
Function

Goals and expected results

Create and maintain a consolidated view of the treasury Enable accounts department to top up accounts as required (and avoid
and its needs.
unsupported payments).

1

This may be the company itself or an operational entity, for which security objectives are being defined, or for a
particular project, where specific risks need to be identified.
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2.1.2

Approach

A rigorous and exhaustive identification of activities can be done through an analysis of the process
in which they act. This entails identifying all the processes in the domain under examination, even
sub-dividing them into as many sub-processes as are required to bring out the various dependencies
and intermediary results.
Experience shows that a global and more intuitive approach, if it has a high enough level of
management sponsorship, can quickly identify the main functions and their goals. This is amply
sufficient for the needs of this approach.

The approach is based therefore on individual interviews (60 to 90 minutes long) with
managers responsible for different activities in the enterprise or organization.

2.2.

Identification of potential malfunctions

Once the activities are identified, the potential or suspected malfunctions associated with them
should be brought to light.

2.2.1

Expected Results

The description of the malfunctions should be such that the seriousness can be evaluated. However,
it should be noted that a malfunction can be described in a number of ways:

—

At the level of the element that disturbs or is disturbed in the process being
examined. This could be, for example, the unavailability of the treasury management system
or the associated database; so, at a technical level.

—

At the level of the process itself (at the functional level). For example, the inability to
provide a consolidated view of treasury needs.
The same malfunction can thus be described either in terms of the unavailability of data required to
produce a specified result, or in terms of the inability to perform the task that would produce the
result. The first of these is known in MEHARI as the technical level analysis of the security
stakes, and the latter is known as the functional level analysis of the security stakes.

2.2.1.1 Potential malfunctions identified at the functional level
At the functional level, the goal is to identify potential malfunctions that have a significant impact on
the enterprise’s activities. These will typically be malfunctions in the processes. The following
generic profile criteria of a process malfunction will usually apply:
Incorrect timing: the tasks or activities that are planned are not completed in

—
time ;
—

Lack of compliance: the tasks or activities that are planned are not completed in
accordance with the specifications;

—

Lack of completeness: the tasks or activities that are planned are only partially
completed (although the parts that are complete are as specified);

—

Lack of correctness: additional tasks or activities are performed that were not
planned or specified;

—

Lack of discretion: information is improperly disclosed while the tasks or
activities are performed;
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—

Lack of Control: the tasks or activities are performed and completed as planned
but without any control or visibility of their execution.

It is, therefore, possible to describe a malfunction in terms of the task or activity that is concerned
by the kind of malfunction.
It is also often useful to describe the potential consequences, so as to better apprehend their
seriousness.
So, using the hypothetical example of improper disclosure of employees’ salaries, it is worth
identifying the potential consequences: strike action, obligation to make numerous pay rises for
certain categories of personnel, de-motivation of personnel, and so on.
Likewise, if the imagined malfunction concerns changes to pay, it is worth identifying whether the
potential consequences involve fraud and the loss of money, or strike action on the part of staff (or
their de-motivation), or the need to make numerous and complicated corrections.

Each malfunction, at the functional level, should be described as a change to the business
process. Thus it should be described in terms of the process or activity concerned, as well as
by the type of malfunction and the type of potential consequences.
Using the treasury management example, mentioned above:

Function

Goals and expected results

Delay in payment into treasury accounts.

Inability to pay suppliers, implying an interruption of deliveries and thus of
production.

2.2.1.2 Potential malfunctions identified at the technical level
At the technical level, the goal is to identify significant malfunctions in the deployment of assets
required for the enterprise or organization.
The assets being deployed might be:

—

Physical assets:


Common assets for any enterprise (office space, office equipment,
telephones and faxes, other more specific equipment, etc.);



IT assets (servers, workstations, data networks, etc.);



Documentary assets in general, and those specific to the task or activity;



Communication assets (postmail, telephone networks, etc.).

—

« Soft » assets:


Data (files, databases, reference elements specific to requirements of the
activity);



—

Programs (basic software, applications, etc.)
Human resources and assets:


The staff required (competence, delegation and decision, etc.).
The classic types of malfunction are the loss of availability, of integrity or of confidentiality.
In the same way as for functional level malfunctions, and for the same reasons, it is also often useful
to describe the potential consequences, so as to better apprehend their seriousness.
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The technical malfunctions thus identified will be described in terms of the degradation
that might occur at the level of the assets used by the process, and of the consequences of
such degradation.
Using the previous treasury example, we get:
Malfunction

Consequences

Treasury database unavailable

Delays in payments to accounts, which implies an inability to pay
suppliers, which in turn leads to an interruption of deliveries and of
production.

Management of the Treasury database unavailable

Note:
The example used highlights the duplication of results. A given malfunction can, effectively, be
expressed as well at a functional or technical level. However, technical level descriptions can have a
number of consequences, and they will be less durable as they depend on the technologies that are
used. It is therefore preferable to give priority to the functional level descriptions.

2.2.2

Approach

Here again a very systematic approach could be used, based on a process analysis and imagining all
possible « deviations » in the process and sub-processes: incoherent results, delays in (or absence of)
results, indiscretion, etc.
Experience shows that an appropriate level of responsibility in the organization will rapidly identify
the main malfunctions through a more global approach, which comes down to asking managers
what it is that they fear the most or what presents their major worry.
At a functional level, they know the critical processes perfectly well. At a technical level, even if they
cannot make an exhaustive list of the applications and databases used, they can certainly describe
them globally using generic terms that will suffice (“pay”, for those programs and applications
concerned, for example).

The description of malfunctions, whether at a functional or technical level, can thus be
constituted through individual interviews, as previously mentioned, with the managers of the
various activities in the enterprise or organization.

2.3.

Security stakes analysis: evaluating the seriousness of
identified malfunctions

The third phase in determining the malfunction value scale aims to evaluate the seriousness of the
malfunctions previously identified. To do this, a standard seriousness scale should be used as a
reference.

2.3.1

The seriousness scale

MEHARI identifies 4 levels of seriousness or criticality. These are noted from 1 to 4. their general
definitions are described below:

Level 4: Vital
At this level, the potential risk is very serious, and even the existence and survival of the entity
(or at least one of its main activities) is in danger.
If such a malfunction were to occur, it would concern the entire workforce, and they may feel
that their jobs are threatened.
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For organizations, such as public services, whose function cannot be questioned, this level of
seriousness could well lead to a transfer to another government department, or to the private
sector.
For commercial companies, and in financial terms, it is worth considering that such a
malfunction would generate losses of such a level that shareholders would pull out (and result
in drastic drops in share prices).
In human medicine, this would be the equivalent of an “extremely bad” accident or illness, or
where doctors reserve their judgment.
Should the organization survive such a malfunction, there would be serious and durable
consequences.

Level 3: Very Serious
These malfunctions are considered very serious at the level of the entity, although its future
would not be at risk.
At this seriousness level, all (or, at least, a large part) of the personnel is concerned, in working
conditions and social relations, but their jobs are not directly at risk.
In financial terms, this would have a seriously negative impact on the profits for the period,
although there would not be a massive pull-out by shareholders.
In terms of public image, this level of malfunction often damages the organization’s
reputation to such an extent that it would take several months to restore it, even if the
financial impact cannot be precisely evaluated.
Accidents that lead to months of organizational disorder for an enterprise would also be
evaluated at this level.

Level 2: Serious
Malfunctions at this level would have a clear impact on the entity’s operations, results or
image, but are globally manageable.
Only a limited part of the staff would be involved in dealing with the consequences of the
malfunction, with a significant impact on their working conditions.

Level 1: Not significant
At this level, any resulting damage would have no significant impact on the results or image of
the entity, even if some staff members are deeply involved in re-establishing the original
status.

2.3.2

Malfunction criteria and criticality thresholds: elementary
results

The identified malfunctions do not necessarily have a single and unique seriousness. On the
contrary, in many cases the malfunctions need to be characterized by one or more parameters that
are key to the seriousness level.
For example, a delay in completion of a process is a malfunction whose seriousness will generally
depend on the quantitative lateness and the number of people impacted by the delay.

For each malfunction, the significant parameters should be defined, with the threshold
values that move the malfunction from one seriousness level to another.
The criticality criteria and their corresponding thresholds will therefore enable the evaluation of the
seriousness of each malfunction, from the malfunction that has minimal impact, to one that is vital
to the entity in question.
As an example, and using the earlier case study, the malfunction would produce the following table:
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Malfunction

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Insignificant

Serious

Very Serious

Vital

Duration : between
4 hours and 2 days

Duration : more than
2 days

Inability to keep bank accounts Duration : less than
properly
provisioned,
because 4 hours
treasury databases are unavailable.

2.3.3

Approach

The identification of malfunction criteria and the evaluation of criticality thresholds will be made
during interviews with operational managers in the enterprise. During the same interview (of 60 to
90 minutes duration) the activity will also be defined, as well as the identification of potential
malfunctions, and the determination of their criticality as a function of significant parameters.

Elementary results of each interview will therefore consist of a description of these activities
and of potential malfunctions, and an evaluation of their seriousness level.

2.4.

Malfunction value scale

A compilation of the various results will then be made for each activity.
A partial example2 is shown below, for an HR activity.
Malfunction

Level 1
Insignificant

Level 2
Serious

Level 3
Very Serious

Level 4
Vital

Falsification of pay data,
leading to fraud

Loss < 0.1 M€

Loss between
0.1 M€ & 1 M€

Loss between 1
and 10 M€

Loss > 10 M€

Disclosure of personal
information

Disclosure of an
employee's salary

Disclosure of
Repeated
the salaries of all disclosure of the
employees
salaries of all
employees

Late payment of salaries

Delay < 2 days

Delay between 2 Delay > 15 days
and 15 days

Destruction of basic data
used for paying salaries
(calculations &
parameters)

Deletion of recent Deletion of
data (during last
previous year's
month)
data

Deletion of all
data and
historical traces

Having thus examined each activity, the compilation of results will provide malfunction value scales
for each activity, and at a global, corporate, level of the organization or company.
The resulting value scale is simply a documentary compilation of all the types of malfunction and
their critical thresholds, and can be seen as a formalization step. Experience shows that compiling all
malfunction types, and their critical thresholds, can show up discrepancies that would not be seen at
the level of individual activities. .

A consolidation step is therefore required.
In any case, any conclusions or action items that can be deduced from the value scale, or use it, will
2

In the example, the values and criteria are only used to illustrate the principle, and should in no case be taken as
standards for application in real cases.
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only be taken seriously if the value scale reflects a true consensus of opinion of the managers of the
entity.

It is strongly recommended that there be a real discussion, and that a consensus of opinion
be sought concerning the value scale, with management agreement on it.
The final outcome will be a validated malfunction value scale.
A complete example is given in Appendix 1.
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3. Classification of information and
supporting assets

The malfunction value scale is the main result of a security stakes analysis. It is directly linked to the
fundamental activities and processes of the enterprise or organization.
This being said, the risk analysis mechanisms, and certain more systematic approaches used for
choosing solutions or building action plans, require that the malfunctions (initially expressed in
activity-dependant terms) be reformulated in technical terms relating to assets attached to the
information system, in the broadest sense of the word. Examples are: loss of confidentiality of such
and such database, unavailability of a given server, etc.
This reformulation consists in defining the value scale in the form of “classification”.
This complementary formalization consists in:
—

Identifying the assets that must be classified (information, services, information
system components, devices, etc.).

—

Qualifying each asset as a function of:


How it could bring about an identified malfunction


The resulting seriousness.
Classification or valuation of information and supporting assets aims to produce "labels" that can be
put on each asset so that people who use the asset are informed of its importance in security.

3.1.

Identifying assets to be classified

All assets could potentially be individually classified, whether information or supporting elements
(like site, processing elements, or network and communications ones).
In practice, it is more efficient to group information, objects, or assets having similar roles, and
which require the same type and level of protection. So, an application and its associated tools, a set
of database tables, etc., will often be grouped together for classification purposes.

Not all of the assets that can be identified in an entity should be individually classified.
They should be grouped. It will be these groups of information and assets that will be
classified.
Whatever, it is practical and efficient to distinguish between
* The assets, either primary or supporting, that are specifically linked to given processes or activity
domains, on the one hand;
* Shared infrastructure elements and common services, used by the various activity domains, on the
other.

3.1.1

Identifying elements linked to business processes

For those elements and assets that are linked to business processes or activity domains, it is
recommended to start with a list of processes or activities (or IT applications). These really should
be united into homogeneous groups, as explained above. For each process, application or activity
domain, the assets that need to be classified should be identified.
MEHARI 2010: Security Stakes Analysis
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As stated in the “MEHARI: Fundamental Concepts and Functional specifications“ document, the assets
identified must correspond to the organizations’’ requirements and belong to three categories:
- the services (either general or ITC related),
- the data necessary for the services to operate,
- the transverse processes either for compliance to a regulation or for the management of
security itself.
These assets are called “primary assets” and a typology is listed below:
Assets of the category Services
Network services
Application services
Common/shared office services
Common system services: emailing, archiving, printing, edition, etc.
User interface services and peripherals (PC, local printers, peripherals, specific interfaces, etc.)
Telecommunication services (voice, faxes, video-conferencing, etc.)
Common services for the working environment of the staff (offices, power supply, air
conditioning, etc.)
Classical mail services and treatment
Assets of the category Data
Data files or databases associated to applications
Exchanges data, screens, data individually sensitive
Office related files
Written or printed information available to users and personal archives
Mail (Classical or electronic) and faxes
Archives
Assets of the category Management processes
Processes related to laws, regulations and contractual requirements
Processes for the management of information security
Primary assets correspond to the requirements of the organizations and it is at this level that
the importance of this requirement will have to be assessed, this level will be used for the
evaluation of the level of risk. These assets need to be classified.
MEHARI 2010 knowledge base provides three tables, called T1 to T3, and an example of their filling
is proposed below:
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Table T1. Classification of Data assets

Table T2. Classification of Services assets

Table T3 Classification of Management processes assets
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3.1.2

Identification of elements linked to corporate security
policy

It is always possible that certain common services had not been identified as critical elements during
the analysis of the business processes. However, they may be critical (to a greater or lesser extent) to
the enterprise or organization as a whole.
This would be the case when, for example, they could influence on the IT planning or development
strategy, or when they might impact the professional image of the organization or its support
services, whether internally or externally.
These common services should be identified and classified, just as for the business processes
mentioned above, allowing to have a corporate view of the security requirements.

3.2.

Classification criteria

The loss of availability, integrity, or confidentiality of an asset may have operational and business
consequences which need to be evaluated. The tables above need to be filled with a value (from 1 to
4) for each type of asset and criterion.
For printouts, generally only confidentiality is concerned. However, for written documents and
archives, availability can be added to confidentiality.
For services, it is usually loss of availability or integrity that is the main concern. However,
confidentiality may also be a concern for certain applications that provide competitive advantage for
the entity.
For compliance to laws, regulations or contractual requirements, the classification criterion E
(“efficiency”) applies, as expressed in Table T3.

3.3.
3.3.1

The classification process
Classification of assets supporting business processes

For each group of assets supporting business processes or an activity domain, an analysis will be
made to determine if a loss of confidentiality could lead to one or more possible malfunction, and, if
so, what level of malfunction. If several potential malfunctions could result from a loss of
confidentiality for a asset, it is the highest classification level of them (on a scale of 1 to 4) that is
retained for the confidentiality criterion.
The same applies for the other criteria (availability and integrity) resulting, for each group of assets
identified, in a classification value for each criterion (Availability, Integrity, Confidentiality).
The aim of classification is to thereby define, for the identified asset groups, “labels” that will show
the levels of consequences of a loss of availability, integrity or confidentiality for each class of asset
and for each business activity domain.

3.3.2

Classification of assets at a corporate level

Likewise, for a corporate vision, it is necessary to assess the consequences of an alteration of the assets
independently of each business domain individually.
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4. Building the Intrinsic Impact
table

During the MEHARI risk analysis process, the notion of intrinsic impact of a scenario is introduced.
This is the evaluation of the consequences of the occurrence of a risk scenario independently of any
security measures.
To be more precise, the MEHARI knowledge base refers to an intrinsic impact table, which can be
completed with information from the classification tables discussed earlier.
The process for completing automatically the intrinsic impact table benefits from the asset
classification tables (T1 to T3) that were defined and described in the previous section.
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5. Practical Advice
5.1.
5.1.1

Important points to consider in creating the value scale
Focus on the most critical aspects

It is important to focus on the main malfunctions, rather than to try to consider every
possible risk scenario.
The first goal of security, whatever approach is used, is to avoid the occurrence of serious or very
serious problems. These are the risks that must, therefore, be identified and examined.
This is why it is strongly recommended that the top management and those immediately responsible
for a given activity be directly implicated in the evaluation process. It should never be delegated to a
deputy.
In practice, for each activity, it is best to focus on a small number of critical malfunctions (generally,
between 3 and 8).

5.1.2

Exclusion of existing controls

Secondly, but just as important, malfunctions that at first sight appear impossible should not be
ignored. It is all too often seen that management dismisses the potential occurrence of an accident
that could lose all key data, through the pretext that the data is computerized and therefore archived
by the IT system. Malfunctions, and their seriousness, should be identified and evaluated

without taking existing security controls into account, even if those measures are solidly
implemented. Otherwise, this could lead to concluding that there is nothing at stake, and that the
security controls are not required, and could therefore be dispensed with.

Likewise, the more or less probable nature of an event that leads to a malfunction should
not be taken into account during this phase of the approach.

5.1.3

Consistency of malfunctions of different kinds

Another important point in determining criteria and critical thresholds is to maintain a consistency
between different kinds of malfunction that have equivalent seriousness levels.
With this aim in mind, it is recommended to define strategic axes that can be used as references to
ensure the consistency of seriousness levels for different malfunctions. See appendix 1.
One of the valuation axes may be financial. Thus, financial equivalents would be sought for each
kind of malfunction. Likewise, a “service to public” axis would be the reference for comparing
individual impact, population size, etc.
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5.1.4

Strategic and decision-making aspects of the value scale

Often, the seriousness of some malfunctions cannot be evaluated. This may be because the indirect
consequences are difficult to identify, or because it is too difficult to seriously judge the efficiency of
actions that could be made in the given situation.

In some situations, the seriousness of a malfunction can be the result of a simple decision.
There is no formal evaluation but a strategic decision for the enterprise or organization that
says that a given malfunction should be considered serious, very serious, or vital.

5.2.

Important points during classification

Firstly, it is important to properly group assets with similar goals so as not to have to analyze a vast
amount of objects.

A good starting point is to group applications by domains.
Secondly, it is recommended to plan for a consolidation and validation step at the level of each
entity, as for the value scale.

5.3.

Boundaries for the classification

Clearly, the process that has been described, whether it be the creation of the value scale or
classification, applies to an entity with decisional independence and its own goals. This could be an
affiliate (national or regional) of a corporate group, or a business unit, or an operational or
functional service with a well defined responsibility.
The malfunction value scale and the classification of information and assets that are defined for an
entity are obviously valid for that entity. However, what is their value outside of that entity?

By definition, the classification defined for an entity is a means to share and communicate
the sensitivity of an asset belonging to that entity. This classification is valid across the
enterprise.
In fact, this is a rule of exchange of elements (particularly information) between entities. If an entity
A (a small agency, for example) considers that the confidentiality of information is vital, and
classifies it as such, it is not possible for entity B (headquarter for example) to reconsider the
classification and to decide that the information is not sensitive. If the latter were to be allowed, then
entity A would have to decide not to transmit information to entity B.
This notion of limits of validity for classification is particularly important in security management
based on a rule set called “Security reference framework”.
In the example above, the precautions or security controls which will be applied as a function of the
classification are known. It would be stupid for an entity to protect information aligned on a level of
classification and that different entities apply different protection rules for the same information.
Particularly, it would be dangerous for an other entity to decide on its own that information need
not be protected at the level decided by another entity.
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5.4.

Action plans

Here, we shall not cover the building of security plans directly from the stakes analysis.
However, it is worth noting that the individual interviews that contribute to the creation of the value
scale, together with a management meeting, at which the most serious malfunctions are discussed,
should give birth to urgent action plans. Any manager would naturally be frustrated to have spent
time on an analysis establishing the existence of vulnerabilities, only to find that nothing results from
it.

An action plan for the most urgent actions should, therefore, be drawn up. This should
potentially be discussed and approved in a management meeting, straight away after the
stakes analysis is completed.
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Appendix 1: Example of a value scale (industrial
enterprise)
1. Finance and budget management
Malfunction

Level 1

Level 2

Insignificant

Serious

Financial loss

Loss < 1 M€

Fraud or embezzlement

Fraud or embezzlement in purchasing and
corresponding payment or in delivery
management.

Inability to bill delivered goods

Global inability to bill
for less than a week

Malfunction of customer reminder
process

Temporary
unavailability of
reminder system.

Loss between 1 M€
and 10 M€

Level 3
Very Serious
Loss between 10 and
100 M€

Global inability to bill
for between a week
and a month.

Global inability to bill
for more than one
month.

Loss of information
concerning deliveries
made during one day.

Complete loss of proof
of delivery for a whole
week.

Level 4
Vital
Loss > 100 M€

Long-term
unavailability of
reminder system.

2. Strategy – General guidelines – Management and follow-up
Malfunction

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Insignificant

Serious

Very Serious

Vital

Disclosure of data or information
concerning long term or strategic plans.

Disclosure of an
affiliate’s long-term
plans

Disclosure of
information concerning
strategic evolution

Disclosure of the
budget

Disclosure of the
consolidated long-term
plans of the enterprise

Disclosure of the
monthly reports
Unavailability of the results analysis or
internal reporting system

Unavailability of the
monthly reporting
process

Inability to make
reports or results
analysis for more than
2 months.

Corruption of reporting data and monthly
reports

Corruption of elementary data or enhanced
information based on elementary data.

3. Business development – customer management
Malfunction

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Insignificant

Serious

Very Serious

Vital

Disclosure of information concerning
business development operations

Disclosure of notes and executive summaries
concerning business development

Disclosure of financial conditions

Disclosure of financial
conditions specific to
one customer to
another

Disclosure of price
fixing strategy
documents

Disclosure of customer information

Disclosure of some
elements of customer
information base

Disclosure of
information on all
customers
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4. Research and development
Malfunction
Disclosure of technical information

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Insignificant

Serious

Very Serious

Vital

Disclosure of
simulation models

Disclosure of current
technical bulletins
Disclosure of
information about
specifications or
internal procedures
and on current
evolution

Confidentiality agreements breach

Breach of
confidentiality
agreements with
partners

Loss of expertise

Disclosure of technical
bulletins in exceptional
cases
Disclosure of
information on the
impact of technical
evolution, resulting in
the closure of facilities.
Breach of
confidentiality
agreements with key
technology suppliers
Loss of all archives of
memorandums and
technical bulletins
concerning technical
development.

5. Industrial process management – Projects for evolution - Maintenance
Malfunction
Loss of evolution project document
archives
Loss of technical documentation for
existing equipment

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Insignificant

Serious

Very Serious

Vital

Loss of project
archives during the
project’s lifetime.
Loss of original copies
of equipment plans
that have been
approved by the
appropriate authorities.

Total loss of long-term
archives concerning
equipment and
modifications made
thereto.

Malfunction leading to use of incorrect
installation plans during evolution and
updates

Errors in, or changes
to, existing installation
plans, or malfunction
of change
management.

Disclosure of technical information

Disclosure of work
Disclosure of entire prethemes and pre-project project dossiers
research programme. (including strategic
positioning of the
project)

Unavailability of project management
tools(planning, order management,
administrative dossiers, etc)

Unavailability of the
internal planning tool

Malfunction in maintenance management

Loss of the planned
maintenance action
database

Unavailability of the
order management
tool for less than a
week.
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6. Production and delivery – Logistics
Malfunction
Production stopped (no energy, control
system unavailable, loss of a critical
element,..)

Production management tools not
available

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Insignificant

Serious

Very Serious

Vital

No production for less
than one week

No production for
between 1 week and 1
month.
Loss of a critical
element, leading to
production loss for less
than 1 month.

No production for
between 1 and 3
months.

Production
management tools not
available for between 1
week and 1 month

Production
management tools not
available for more than
1 month

Production
management tools not
available for less than 1
week

Corruption of production management
tools or falsification of management
parameters

Inability to ensure the logistics for
product delivery

Inability to ensure
critical deliveries for
less than a week

Loss of a critical
element, leading to
production loss for
between 1 and 3
months

Production stopped for
more than 3 months.
Loss of a critical
element, leading to
production loss for more
than 3 months.

Modification of
production
management leading to
non-conformity of
products

Modification of
production management
leading to accidents or
deterioration of
production tools

Level 3

Level 4

Very Serious

Vital

Inability to ensure
critical deliveries for
more than a week

7. Third-party relationships (other than commercial)
Malfunction

Level 1

Level 2

Insignificant
Disclosure of information on corporate
results

Serious
Premature publishing
of an affiliate’s results

Premature publishing
of consolidated
accounts

Delay in publishing
accounts more than 2
weeks

Total loss of all
financial elements
required for producing
annual accounts

Malfunction in the process for
consolidating annual accounts

Delay in publishing
accounts less than 2
weeks

Disclosure of notes or memos
concerning fiscal risks, operations, or
mechanisms

Disclosure of notes or memos concerning fiscal risks, operations or
mechanisms, depending on the content of the note or memo

Loss of historical elements that justify a
fiscal operation

Loss of historical elements that justify a fiscal operation

Late payment of charges and tax

Unavailability of tax
payment calculation
tools

Loss of official documents or archives

Loss of official
authorizations to
operate
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8. Claims management – legal and penal aspects
Malfunction
Disclosure of exhibits or arguments
relating to a claim.

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Insignificant

Serious

Very Serious

Vital

Disclosure of
information relating to
an ongoing claim.

Disclosure of parts of a penal brief
concerning staff

Loss or disappearance of originals of
documents

Disclosure of information relating to an
exceptional claim.
Disclosure of parts of a Disclosure of parts of
current penal brief
a penal brief in
exceptional
circumstances

Loss or disappearance Loss or disappearance
of originals of
of originals of specific
contracts
agreements,
declarations of intent,
etc

9. HR management
Malfunction

Level 1

Level 2

Insignificant

Serious

Level 3

Level 4

Very Serious

Vital

Disclosure of personal information

Disclosure of an
employee’s salary

Disclosure of the
salaries of all the
personnel

Repeated disclosure
of the salaries of all
the personnel

Delays in paying salaries

Delay < 2 days

Delays between 2 and
15 days

Delays > 15 days

Destruction of basic data concerning Erasure of recent data Erasure of the year’s
payment of salaries (calculation, and (less than a month old) data
parameters)

10.

Erasure of all data,
including historical
data

Information system

Malfunction

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Insignificant

Serious

Very Serious

Vital

Unavailability of network and servers
(shared and personal data)

Unavailability for less
than one month

Unavailability of the e-mail system

Unavailability of the email system

Unavailability of the telephone network

Unavailability of the
telephone network

Loss of all archives

Unavailability for more
than one month

Loss of data servers,
or e-mail archives

Illicit creation of administration rights on
systems

Corruption of the
access rights table(s)
and creation of
administration rights

Disclosure of system or architecture
information

Disclosure of
executive reports or
detailed information
concerning system
security and
uncorrected
weaknesses.
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Appendix 2: Intrinsic Impact Table
Intrinsic Impact table
Data and information assets

A

I

C

A

I

C

3
3

2

Data and information
D01 Data files and data bases accessed by applications
D02 Shared office files and data
D03 Personal office files (on user work stations and equipments)
D04 Written or printed information and data kept by users and personal archives
D05 Listings or printed documents
D06 Exchanged messages, screen views, data individually sensitive
D07 electronic mailing
D08 (Post) Mails and faxes
D09 Patrimonial archives or documents used as proofs
D10 IT related Archives
D11 Data and information published on public or internal sites

Service assets
General Services
G01 User workspace and environment
G02 Telecommunication Services (voice, fax, audio & videoconferencing, etc.)
IT and Networking Services
R01 Extended Network Service
R02 Local Area Network Service
S01 Services provided by applications
S02 Shared Office Services (servers, document management, shared printers, etc.)
S03 Users' disposal of Equipments (workstations, local printers, peripherals, specific
interfaces, etc.)
Nota : Applies to a massive loss of these services, not for one or few users.

3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3

S04 Common Services, working environment: messaging, archiving, print, editing, etc.
S05 Web editing Service (internal or public)

3
3

2
2

Management process type of assets

E

Management Processes for compliance to law or regulations
C01 Compliance to law or regulations relative to personal information protection
C02 Compliance to law or regulations relative to financial communication
C03 Compliance to law or regulations relative to digital accounting control
C04 Compliance to law or regulations relative to intellectual property
C05 Compliance to law or regulations relative to the protection information systems
C06 Compliance to law or regulations relative to people safety and protection of environment
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